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In the information age
You are what you know

(or what you are exposed to?)
It is a bit like saying

Check your diet, because 
you are what you eat



  



  

ì

What if social media feeds

with you with ONLY CANDY?



  

We address 
Facebook because 
is the biggest actor 

in the field
But you should apply the same thought to any platform 

which uses the algorithm to personalize experiences



  

FB algorithm is 
a conflict space



  



  

public figures, 
media, high 
visibility pages

others (individual)

Public posts

 
Collected
& shared

 

Collected

Friends-only posts Not collected Not collected

Custom audience Not collected Not collected



  

Evidence are posts + advertising



  

Then what? How do you measure the algorithm?
not like this



  

The timelines are the product of four variables

The user’s profiles
The NewsFeed algorithm
What the users follow, (a.k.a. friends)
How many posts they get (duration, frequency)

Our is black-box test, we should reduce these variables



  

How to start?

We defined a scope, and pick 30 pages/political figures



  

Methodology

We made six users

Antonietta Britta Michele Oliviero Andrea Santiago

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages



  

Methodology

made the profiles diverge,
they liked different content and affiliated pages.

Antonietta Britta Michele Oliviero Andrea Santiago

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

Follow the 
30 pages

left Movement 
5 Stars 

far-right Right Center-Left



  

Methodology

They were accessing at the same time, auto-scrolling



  

Now we can run comparisons!

Size proportional to the amount of evidence collected



  

filter bubble is not a simple concept

Size proportional the amount of unique posts



  

How many posts have already been seen?



  

Investigate on specific event



  



  



  

Using the API, we compared media productivity



  

How they have been treated on surfaced posts?



  

Time to wrap up =) 

https://tracking.exposed goal is to 
foster algorithm diversity

If algorithms decide your priorities,
you deserve to run your own 

algorithm.

https://tracking.exposed/


  

Address 
misinformation [1,2]
Use different 
metrics than SM
Outrage on 
algorithms  
discrimination
Implement priorities of people/cultures 
distant from Palo Alto
done. If the imaginary change, we won.



  

Data Protection Impact Assessment

Elezioni Europee

importanti & 
incombenti



  

Aiuto necessario
Check the repositories
https://github.com/tracking-exposed

Fell something in common with this 
manifesto https://tracking.exposed

https://github.com/tracking-exposed
https://tracking.exposed/
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